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This workshop covers the basics on the topic of exercise material, focusing mainly on items with 
answer cues.  You are encouraged to find more in-depth coverage in the text, examples, and 
samples in Section 10 of Braille Formats—Principles of Print-to-Braille Transcription, 2011 by 
following the references given throughout this workshop. 
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DEFINITION 
What characterizes exercise material?  The reader must actively provide or select answers after given 
directions. 

 
Part 1 

THE DIRECTIONS 
 
The simplest exercise is comprised of directions followed by questions or statements.   
Margins and blank lines set it apart in braille.  

Unlabeled Directions 

EXAMPLE 1: Directions followed by short list of activities 

 
 

 Try It Out 
 
 Rewrite the following sentences, replacing the underlined words with    
  more exact ones. Be sure to compare your revisions in class. 

 
  1. Kien Tien's tears wet the greenish skin of her dead husband's body.  

  2. When Master Frog said he wanted to marry the king's daughter, the 
king looked at him.  

  3. When Master Frog croaked, tigers, leopards, and panthers came into the 

room.  
  

 To make sure your writing helps readers "see" exactly what you     
  mean, ask a classmate to read a piece of your writing and point out any   

  parts that could be improved by using more specific words. 
 

 
 



 

 
 

              ,TRY ,X ,\ 1 

°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°° 2 

°°°°,REWRITE ! FOLL[+ S5T;ES1 REPLAC+ 3 

°°°°! "UL9$ ^WS ) M EXACT "OS4 ,2 SURE 4 

°°°°6-P>E YR REVI.NS 9 CLASS4 5 

#A4 ,KI5 ,TI5'S TE>S WET ! 6 

  _- GRE5I% ,' SK9 ( H] D1D HUSB&'S 7 

  BODY4 8 

#B4 ,:5 ,MA/] ,FROG SD HE WANT$ 6M>RY 9 

  ! K+'S DAU<T]1 ! K+ _- LOOK$ ,' AT 10 

  HM4 11 

#C4 ,:5 ,MA/] ,FROG CROAK$1 TIG]S1 12 

  LEOP>DS1 & PAN!RS _- CAME ,' 96! 13 

  ROOM4 14 

°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°° 15 

  ,6MAKE SURE YR WRIT+ HELPS R1D]S 16 

8SEE0 EXACTLY :AT Y M1N1 ASK A 17 

CLASSMATE 6R1D A PIECE ( YR WRIT+ & 18 

PO9T \ ANY "PS T CD 2 IMPROV$ 0US+ M 19 

SPECIFIC ^WS4 20 

 
Lines 3-5: Unlabeled directions are preceded by a blank line and are blocked in cell 5.  
 (Additional paragraphs in the directions would be in cells 7-5.) 
Line 6: Numbered items are listed on the next line following the directions, with no blank line.   
 (Note that emphasis is not retained for the bold numbers. 5.3.7) 
Line 15: A blank line follows the exercise set. 
Lines 16-20: The paragraph following the numbered items does not follow the definition of "directions" 

and so it is formatted in 3-1, in regular narrative style. To be classified as directions, questions or 
problems must follow. 

 
See also Braille Formats 

 Example 10-2: Directions with Three Paragraphs 
Example 10-5: Main Entries Only 

 
 



 

Labeled Directions 

If the directions are labeled (numbered or lettered), begin the label in cell 1; runovers are in cell 5.  
(Additional paragraphs, if any, are in 7-5.) 

EXAMPLE 2: Labeled Directions 
 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

 Ejercicios 
¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯ 
 A.  Repeat after your teacher; then say again, substituting un (una) for el (la):  
 

 1.  Es la sala de clase.     2.  Nosotros tenemos el libro de español.     3.  Ellos 

 tienen el cauderno de ejercicios.     4.  Yo tengo la pluma.     5.  ¿Tiene usted 
 el lápiz?     6.  Carlos tiene la fotografía.     7.  Es el mapa de Hispanoamérica. 

      8.  Es la silla. 
 

 
 

 

             ,EJERCICIOS 1 

 2 

,A4 ,REP1T AF YR T1*]2 !N SAY AG1 3 

°°°°SUB/ITUT+ _.UN 7_.UNA7 = _.EL  4 

°°°°7_.LA73 5 

  #A4 ,ES LA SALA DE CLASE4 6 

  #B4 ,NOSOTROS TENEMOS EL LIBRO DE 7 

    ESPA]OL4 8 

  #C4 ,ELLOS TIENEN EL CAUDERNO DE 9 

    EJERCICIOS4 10 

,b4 ,etc411 

 
Line 3: The label is in cell 1, with the directions following as printed. 
Lines 4-5: Runovers are in cell 5.  
 (Additional paragraphs in the directions would be in cells 7-5.) 
Line 11: Further labeled directions in the exercise set follow, without a blank line. 
Lines 6, 7, 9: To maintain a nested list layout, each numbered sentence starts on a new line. 
Lines 8, 10: Runovers to nested items are in cell 5. 
 

See also Braille Formats 
Example 10-3: Lettered Directions with Two Paragraphs 



 

 

Basic Guidelines For Directions 
 
 Each exercise set, with accompanying directions, is preceded and followed by a blank line. 

 Directions may begin on line 1 if no running head is used. 

 Directions begin on line 3 when a running head is used. 

 A blank line is inserted between a page change indicator and directions/exercise material. 
 Do not change the wording for directions or exercise material. 
 There is no blank line between directions and exercise material unless it is required by other 

formats.  We will look at some of these exceptions later—they are marked with this symbol: ≈ 
 
 
Pagination Considerations for Exercise Sets 
 
Here is how to apply the guidelines to a simple exercise set as it may fall in different ways on the braille 
page when there is no heading.  When directions fall at the ... 
 
 ... top of the braille page  
  with running head – Directions begin on line 3 
  without running head – Directions begin on line 1 
 ... middle of the braille page  
  – Directions begin after a blank line, even if it follows a page change indicator. 
 ... bottom of braille page 
  – Follow rules for keeping items together. See 10.1.6 and other "Pagination  
     Considerations" in this workshop document. 
 

See Braille Formats Example 10-1: Blank Line After Page Change Indicator 
 
 

  



 

 

Part 2 
EXERCISES WITH ANSWER CUES 

 
Answer cues are often shown as write-on lines. 

Some write-on lines are omitted in braille  

Stand-alone write-on lines that appear before or after questions or answer choices are omitted. 

EXAMPLE 3: Write-on Lines to Ignore 
 

 

3. Study the map and answer the questions below. 

 

 
 

a) How far is Singapore from Penang?  ________________ 

b) Which town is nearer to Singapore, 

 Malacca or Kuala Lumpur?  ________________ 

 How much nearer?   ________________ 
 

 

 



 

 

These write-on lines are omitted in the braille transcription.  They serve no purpose in the braille 
transcription. 

 

 #C4 ,/UDY ! MAP & ANSW] ! "QS 2L4 

 °°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°° 

 °°°° [The map] 

 °°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°° 

   A7 ,H[ F> IS ,S+APORE F ,P5ANG8 

   B7 ,: T[N IS NE>] 6,S+APORE1 

     ,MALA3A OR ,KUALA ,LUMPUR8 ,H[ M* 

     NE>]8 

 

Regarding placement of the map, Tactile Graphics Guidelines 12.3.1 says: "If the entire item will 
fit on one page, the braille order of presentation should follow print." [See example above.]  
"If the entire item will not fit on one page, the [exercise problem] should be together on one 
page and the graphic on a separate page."  [See example below.]  Braille Formats Section 20 
suggests that, for tests, it is usually best to place illustrative material before the question, 
although if it is more appropriate to place the illustrative material after the answer choices, do 
so.  You may feel it is helpful to insert a transcriber’s note directing the reader to the illustration.  
This is not required, but is illustrated in the sample below.

 

(This is the facing braille page) 

[The map] 

 

#C4 ,/UDY ! MAP ,'on FAC+ PAGE,' & 

    ANSW] ! "QS 2L4 

  A7 ,H[ F> IS ,S+APORE F ,P5ANG8 

  B7 ,: T[N IS NE>] 6,S+APORE1 

    ,MALA3A OR ,KUALA ,LUMPUR8 ,H[ M* 

    NE>]8 

 
See also Braille Formats 

Example 10-9: Omit Write-on-Lines Before Questions 
Example 10-10: Omit Write-on-Lines After Questions 

 



 

 

 

 
 

—BLANK PAGE— 
  



 

 

If a certain number of answers are expected, and the text does not indicate how many answers are to be 
given, write an embedded transcriber’s note following the question. 
 

EXAMPLE 4: Write-on Lines of a certain quantity 
 
 

 Form three sentences each, using the phrases zu Hause and nach Hause. 

 1. _____________________________________________________________ 

 2.  _____________________________________________________________ 

 3.  _____________________________________________________________ 

 4.  _____________________________________________________________ 

 5.  _____________________________________________________________ 

 6.  _____________________________________________________________ 

 Form phrases by adding appropriate verbs. 

 

 

#H ,=M ?REE S5T;ES EA*1 US+ ! PHRASES 1 

  .ZU .,HAUSE & .NACH .,HAUSE4      2 

  ,',NUMB] YR S5T;ES #A-F4,'          3 

#I ,=M PHRASES 0A4+ APPROPRIATE V]BS4 4 

 
Line 3:   Even though these directions imply that six senetences are to be written, there is no harm in 

adding a transcriber's note.      Number your sentences 1-6.    The note is embedded because 
it is short (seven words or less).  3.2.3 

 
See also Braille Formats 

Example 10-11: Embedded TN with Number of Answers 
 
 
Exception 
Exceptions are made for expendable material—see 10.5.1. 

 
See Braille Formats Example 10-12: Lettered List Retained for Expendable Material 

 
 



 

 

Embedded write-on lines 

An omission dash  (double dash (36, 36, 36, 36)) indicates the omission of a word or phrase.  

The print copy may show the omission as a blank space, a box, a circle, an ellipsis, etc. 
The braille transcription indicates the omission with a double dash in all cases. 

The omission dash is preceded and followed by a blank cell unless associated punctuation applies.   
 

EXAMPLE 5: Embedded Write-on Lines 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
________ 
  A smile marks items for which new treatment was introduced in the 2011 edition of Braille Formats.  



 

 

 

            ,,QK ,,*ECK ,i 1 

 2 

    ,= EA* (! FOLL[+ S5T;ES1 SUPPLY ! 3 

    CORRECT PA/ OR PA/ "PICIPLE =M (! 4 

    V]B GIV5 9 ITALICS4 5 

 6 

_.,,EXAMPLE 7 

,i4 .4COV] ,FROG HAS ---- 8 S++ TAL5T4 8 

,i4 .4COV]$ 9 

 10 

#A4 .CROSS ,HE ---- OV] 6! O!R SIDE (! 11 

  POND4 12 

#B4 .VISIT ,HE HAS ---- 8 FRS 6TELL !M 13 

  ( 8 WI% 6S+4 14 

#C4 .JO9 ,! BIRDS ALR H ---- TGR 6=M A 15 

  GR\P4 16 

#D4 .USE ,FOX LET ,FROG S+ B AL ---- A 17 

  TRICK 6FOOL ,FROG4 18 

#E4 .L1P ,:5 ,FROG 0 9TRODUC$1 HE ---- 19 

  \ ON /AGE4 20 

 
Lines 8, 11, 13, 15, 17, 19: Embedded write-on lines are spaced. 
Lines 6-10: Examples use the same margins as the exercise material which follows.  A blank line precedes 

and follows examples or models.  See 10.8 Exercise Examples, Sample Questions with Answers 
Line 7: The label "Example" is in cell 1.  The numbered items start on the next line, also in cell 1.  10.8.5 
Line 7: Bold font attribute for Example is retained because there is no punctuation following the word.  

10.8.1 
 
Other Guidelines for Embedded Write-On Lines     Do not use the contractions for to, into, and by before 
the omission dash.  If the print copy shows individual write-on lines indicating a certain number of 
words, braille the same number of omission dashes. 

See also Braille Formats 
Example 10-13: Omission Dash for Missing Word 

Example 10-15: Multiple Write-on-Line Words  



 

 

Blank Space or Shapes to be Filled In 

Use an omission dash to indicate an omission represented in print by a blank space or a shape.  Follow 
guidelines above. 
 

Exception: Material transcribed according to the Nemeth code uses the general omission 
symbol for a blank space or a question mark, and a shape indicator to repesent specific shapes. 

 

EXAMPLE 6: Answer Cue Shown as Shape 
 

 
Fill in the squares with the correct form of to be. 

 
1.           you the new student? 

 
2.  Yes, I          . 

 
3.  The tea           delicious. 

 

 
 

            ,,RUNN+ ,,H1D 1 

°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°° 2 

°°°°,FILL 9 ! SQU>ES )! CORRECT =M (   3 

    .6.BE4 4 

#A4 ---- Y ! NEW /UD5T8 5 

#B4 ,YES1 ,I ----4 6 

#C4 ,! TEA ---- DELICI\S4 7 

 
Lines 5-7: An omission dash represents each missing word. 
Line 3: Directions begin on line 3 when a running head is in place.  10.2.2 
Lines 3-4: Bold is ignored when used for all directions; the 5-5 margins give directions distinction in 

braille.  5.3.4   The italic font attribute for  to be  is retained.  
 

See also Braille Formats 
Example 10-14: Omission Dash Used to Indicate Missing Words 

Section 5.9.3 regarding the use of multiple font attributes in exercise material 
 
 
  



 

 
 

Ellipsis  

Note of clarification: 10.6.1 says to use an omission dash for any "print device that indicates omission of 
a word."  If that print device is an ellipsis, and you are certain that the ellipsis functions as an indication 
of an word to be filled in for the exercise, then use an omission dash.   

EXAMPLE 7: Answer Cue Shown as an Ellipsis 
 

 
 

°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°9 

_.,,EXAMPLE 10 

,i4 bel----ve 11 

,i4 .believe 12 

°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°° 13 

#A4 GR----F 14 

#B4 V----N 15 

#C4 N----CE 16 

#D4 SH----LD 17 

#E4 ----GHT 18 

#F4 PERC----VE19 

 

Lines 11 & 14-19: The omission dash is brailled, not the ellipsis. 
Lines 11-19: Contractions are not used in partial words. 
  



 

 

Numbered or lettered embedded write-on lines  

       Embedded write-on-lines may be numbered or lettered.  The label may be printed before, after, 
above, below, or on the line. The labels may be punctuated, in enclosure symbols, or in a smaller raised 
font (like a superscript). Use the same punctuation or enclosure symbols as used in print.   
       Order:  Follow the same order as the print copy – the number/letter is preceded or followed by an 
omission dash.  (For labels printed above, below, or on the line, braille the omission dash first.  10.6.8) 
       Spacing and Lineage:  The label (number or letter) is preceded and followed by a blank cell.  Keep 
the label and its omission dash together on the same braille line—do not divide between lines. 
 

EXAMPLE 8: Labeled Embedded Write-on Lines 
 

 

Task    Write a poem in the shape of a diamond. The poem is going to 
describe you. 

 
A.  Look at the poem about Linda in your textbook. Then, copy the missing 

Words from the poem in the lines below. The first one has been done for 
you. 

 
Me _llamo_ Linda. 

No soy ni 1. ____ ni vieja. 

Soy 2. ____, sociable, estudiosa. 

Todos los días yo 3. ____ música, leo, corro, uso la computadora. 

En el verano mis amigos y yo 4. ____, cantamos, bailamos. 

Nunca 5. ____ ni monto en bicicleta. 

¡Así soy yo! 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

See also Braille Formats 
Example 10-24: Numbered Answer Cue Before Omission Dash 

Example 10-25: Numbered Answer Cue After Omission Dash 
Example 10-26: Superscript Numbers 



 

 
 

_.,TASK ,WRITE A POEM 9 ! %APE (A 1 

DIAMOND4 ,! POEM IS GO+ 6DESCRIBE Y4 2 

°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°° 3 

,A4 ,LOOK AT ! POEM AB ,L9DA 9 YR 4 

  TEXTBOOK4 ,!N1 COPY ! MISS+ ^WS F ! 5 

  POEM 9 ! L9ES 2L4 ,! F/ "O HAS BE5 6 

  D"O = Y4 7 

      ,',! POEM IS WRITT5 9 ! %APE (A 8 

    DIAMOND4,' 9 

°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°° 10 

°°°°,ME _- LLAMO ,' ,LINDA4 11 

    ,NO SOY NI #A4 ---- NI VIEJA4 12 

    ,SOY #B4 ----1 SOCIABLE1 ESTUDIOSA4 13 

    ,TODOS LOS D/AS YO #C4 ---- M)SICA1 14 

      LEO1 CORRO1 USO LA COMPUTADORA4 15 

    ,EN EL VERANO MIS AMIGOS Y YO°°°°°° 16 

      #D4 ----1 CANTAMOS1 BAILAMOS4 17 

    ,NUNCA #E4 ---- NI MONTO EN 18 

      BICICLETA4 19 

    6,AS/ SOY YO6 20 

°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°° 21 

,B4 ''' 22 

 
Line 12: The label is spaced away from the omission dash.  The order is the same as in print: label first. 
Line 13: Associated punctuation touches the omission dash. 
Line 17: Even thouth the label "4." would fit on line 16, it is not separated from its omission dash. 
Lines 1-2: This is a simple paragraph, not directions.  The paragraph heading is bold. 
Line 3: A blank line precedes the exercise set. 
Lines 8-9: A transcriber's note explains the appearance of the shape poem. 
Lines 10-21: The adjusted left margin for displayed text in exercise material is cell 5.  10.7.1 
Lines 10-21: Shape poetry uses normal poetic margins. 
Line 11: The given answer _llamo_ uses the underline indicator.  5.5 
 
 



 

 
 

Answer cues given with embedded write-on lines 

Answer cues can be simply a labeled write-on line as discussed above, or they can be prompts shown 
next to embedded write-on lines.  Follow print for punctuation and location of the cues—before or after 
the write-on line—but insert a space between omission dashes and cues.  If the answer cues are written 
above, below, or on the write-on-line, the omission dash is brailled first.  Enclosure symbols serve to 
distinguish the prompt from the surrounding text.  If enclosure symbols (such as parentheses) are not 
printed, add them in your transcription.  Insert a transcriber's note to explain this addition. 

EXAMPLE 9: Embedded Write-on Lines with Answer Cues 
 

37_ 

  For each of the following sentences, give the correct past or past participle  

  form of the verb in parentheses.  
 

  1)  Some say the rhythm and blues style ____(begin) in the 1940s.  

  2)  Who has ____(sing) with Muddy Waters?  

  3)  In the story, the lion ____(shake) to the twist.  
 

 
 

------------------------------------#cg 1 

°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°° 2 

    ,= EA* (! FOLL[+ S5T;ES1 GIVE ! 3 

    CORRECT PA/ OR PA/ "PICIPLE =M (! 4 

    V]B 9 P>5!SES4                    5 

#A7 ,"S SAY ! RHY?M & BLUES /yle ----  6 

  7.2G97 9 ! #AIDJ;S4 7 

#B7 ,:O HAS ---- 7.S+7 ) ,MU4Y ,WAT]S8 8 

#C7 ,9 ! /ORY1 ! LION ---- 7.%AKE7 6! 9 

  TWI/4                    10 

Lines 6-7: The omission dash need not be on the same line as the prompt. 
Lines 8, 9: A space follows the omission dash, even though unspaced in the print copy. 
Line2: A blank line precedes directions, even when immediately following a page change indicator. 
Lines 7-9: Italics are retained for the prompts. 

See also Braille Formats 
Example 10-16: Follow Print for Answer Cues in Parentheses 

Example 10-17: Answer Cue After Omission Dash;   Example 10-18: Answer Cue Above Write-on-Line 
Example 10-19: Answer Cue Below Write-on-Line;    Example 10-20: Answer Cue Below Write-on-line 



 

 

Sample answers given on embedded write-on lines 

Sometimes the first write-on line shows the answer.  Use the underline indicator as you would in any 
underlined word or phrase. 

EXAMPLE 10: Sample Answer Given on Write-on Line 
 
 

  1)  Some say the rhythm and blues style _began_ (begin) in the 1940s.  

 

 

#A7 ,"S SAY ! RHY?M & BLUES /yle  1 

  _- 2GAN ,' 7.2G97 9 ! #AIDJ;S42 

 
Line 2: Use the underline indicator, not an omission dash, when the answer is shown on the line. 

Other styles of answer cues and write-on lines  

 If answer cue numbers or letters are printed without write-on lines, do not add an omission 
blank in braille.  See BF 10.6.11 and Example 10-21.   

 If the answer location is printed as a freestanding question mark, see BF 10.6.12 and Examples 
10-22 and 10-23.   

 If the write-on line represents a portion of a word, see BF 10.6.14 and Examples 10-27, 10-28, 
and 10-29.   

 If the answer cue is represented in print by a print device other than a dash, braille an omission 
dash.  See the next page for an example. 

 

Exception: Material transcribed according to the Nemeth code uses the 
omission symbols and shapes given in that code. 

 
  



 

 

ONE MORE EXAMPLE 
 
This little exercise combines three styles of write-on lines. 

EXAMPLE 11 
 

 



 

 
 

    ,R1D 8,ESCAPE 6,FREEDOM40 ,!N FILL 1 

    9 ? *>T4 2 

 3 

           ,H>RIET ,TUBMAN 4 

 5 

,H>RIET 0 BORN 9 ---- 7/ATE7 >.D ! YE> 6 

  ----4 7YE>7 7 

,H>RIET IS A H]O 2C ---- 8 

,A ^W T DESCRIBES ,H>RIET IS ---- 2C 9 

  %E ---- 10 

,LI/ TWO WAYS T ,H>RIET HELP$ P411 

  



 

 

Part 3 
OTHER MATTERS 

 
The focus of this workshop has been the many ways answer cues are indicated in print, and how to 
consistently transcribe them.  Other items of concern which are covered in Rule 10 are summarized 
below.  We will look at the examples and samples in Braille Formats to illustrate. 

Displayed Text/Illustrative Material 

BF Rule 9 discusses displayed text in detail.  ≈Displayed text is preceded and followed by a blank line.  
In exercise material, the adjusted left margin for displayed text is cell 5.    By pretending cell 5 is cell 1, 
it is easy to figure out the layout of any displayed text you may encounter in exercise material. 
 

See Braille Formats — Sample 10-3: Displayed Paragraph*  
Sample 10-4: Displayed Poem   

*The errata to Braille Formats have made a correction to Sample 10-3. The displayed 
paragraph should be blocked in cell 5. 

 
Illustrative material related to a question is placed as close as possible to that question, preferably on 
the same page, or on the facing interpoint page when it is too long for a single page.  In order to keep a 
question and its answer choices together, it is usually best to place illustrative material before the 
question. There may be times when it is more appropriate to place the illustrative material after the 
answer choices. 
 

See Braille Formats — Section 20 "Tests," Example 20-5: Graphic Appearing Before a Question 

Examples/Models 

≈Exercise examples or models are preceded and followed by a blank line.  Apply no emphasis to the 
exercise label if it is followed by punctuation.  If the label is not followed by punctuation, then apply the 
appropriate emphasis.  The layout (margins) of the example copies the same layout of the exercise 
material which follows.   

Print layout for models varies widely.  The samples in BF10.8 illustrate three of them. 
 

See Braille Formats — Sample 10-7: Exercise Example with Bold Labels 
Sample 10-8: Numbered Sentences Begin in Same Cell 
Sample 10-9: Sentences Begin in Same Cell 

Exercise Sets 

An exercise set typically begins with a heading or a new set of directions.  Each exercise set is formatted 
individually—that is, each new exercise set determines the indention pattern for the associated 
material.  10.4.3.  See the last page of this workshop for an example. 

 
See Braille Formats — Example 10-7: Nested List Used for Exercise Set 



 

 

Expendable Material/Special Requests 

There are suggestions throughout Braille Formats for making exceptions to certain formats when 
transcribing expendable material or special requests.  Be flexible and consider the student. 

Matching 

≈The columns are preceded and followed by one blank line.  The first column begins in cell 1.   

Arrangement   If you can fit the columns side-by-side without any runovers, do so.  (Two blank cells 
between columns; do not use guide dots.)  Otherwise, arrange the columns one after the other.  

Column headings   If columns have a heading, follow the guidelines in Section 11 for side-by-side 
(narrow) columns but for wide columns treat the column headings as cell-5 headings before each list.  If 
wide columns have no headings, insert one in cell 5, using transcriber's notes symbols to indicate that 
the heading does not exist in the print copy.   

Pagination considerations 

 Both columns appear on the same page when possible. 

 Neither list should be divided between pages. 

 Use facing pages in interpoint transcriptions when the two lists don’t fit on a single page. 
Whenever possible, do not divide a list between pages. 

 
See Braille Formats — Sample 10-10: Matching Narrow Columns 
Sample 10-11: Wide Columns Changed to Lists 
Sample 10-12: Headings Added to Matching Lists 

Multiple Choice 

 Unlabeled answer choices embedded in the exercise 
This is commonly seen in grammars and in foreign language workbooks.  Follow the same guidelines as 
shown for answer cues. 

 Labeled answer choices 
Subentries trigger application of a nested list format  – typically with the question in 1-5 and the 
answer choices in 3-5.  Answer choices are listed vertically regardless of print layout, each beginning in 
the same cell.  Preserve print alphabetic or numeric order. 
 

Nested list format: The main entry begins in cell 1; each subentry level begins two cells to 
the right of the previous level. All runovers begin two cells to the right of the farthest 
indented subentry. 

 
See Braille Formats — Example 10-6: Question and Answer Choices 
Example 10-8: All Answer Choices are Vertical 
Sample 10-1: All Answer Choices Begin in the Same Cell 



 

 

 Unlabeled displayed answer choices 
If there is no discernible order to the answer choices, decide to list items in horizontal or vertical order 
and then be consistent throughout your transcription.  Explain this treatment on the Transcriber's Notes 
page.  

 
See Braille Formats — Sample 10-2: Answer Choices Without Discernible Order 
Section 20 "Tests," Example 20-3: Answer Choices Changed to Vertical List 

 
If choices show a bubble or other symbol instead of a number or letter label, these can be ignored or a 
spaced dash can be inserted, in the same manner as done in standardized tests. 
 

See Braille Formats — Section 20 "Tests," Example 20-4: Dash Indicating Fill-In Circle 
 
Discussion   What would you do with the answer choices in this exercise? 
 
 

1.  Which healthy thing gets rid of food stuck between teeth? 

 toothbrush        crunchy foods        floss 

2. Why is water good for your teeth? 

 It rinses off germs and food.        It is cold and tasty. 

 It makes your teeth stronger. 

3. How often should you brush your teeth? 

 once a day        twice a day        twice a week 
 

 

 Shared answer set 
A word list or answer set to be used for multiple questions must appear before the first question, 
regardless of its location in the print copy.  ≈The answer set is preceded and followed by one blank line.  
If the answer choices are in a box, insert a blank line before and after the box.  The answer set is 
indented as displayed material,  using cell 5 as the left margin.  Exception:  Boxed material uses cell 1 
as the left margin. 
 
Word List  If the word list is printed in columns, braille the list in columns. Do not use guide dots in a 
simple list. If the word list is printed in alphabetical order, preserving that order is important.  Further 
information about displayed word lists can be found in BF 9.2.4 and 9.2.5. 

 
See Braille Formats — Sample 10-5: Word List for Multiple Questions 
Sample 10-6: Word List Moved 
Example 10-27: Uncontracted Braille for Partial Words 

 
 
 
 



 

 

Pagination considerations     When possible, keep all answer choices on the same braille page as the 
question(s) they accompany, regardless of the amount of blank space resulting on a page.  10.1.6  Note:  
When questions and answers are divided in interpoint production, each agency decides if questions and 
answer choices are shown on facing pages or not.  10.1.6.d 
 
Here is the priority list of pagination considerations when question and answer choices are too long to 
fit on a single page. 
 

a) All answer choices should appear together on one page whenever space permits. 
b) When answer choices are too long to fit on a single page, do not split an answer choice between 

pages. 
c) Exercise material in higher grades may have answer choices requiring additional pages. It is 

necessary to determine the best location for each page break if an answer choice is longer than 
a single page. 

Not Directions 

If the reader is simply told to do some additional reading or research and there is no exercise material 
following, we do not apply Exercise formats.  Revisit Example 1, lines 16-20. 
 

See Braille Formats — 10.3.4 "Assignments or Activities," Example 10-4: Paragraph Instructions 

Pictures 

An embedded transcriber’s note with a brief description of the picture is used in material that is partially 
or totally pictures.  The note is embedded regardless of the number of words it takes to describe the 
picture -- picture descriptions are not limited to seven or fewer words.  Care should be taken to not give 
the answers. 
 

See Braille Format:s Example 10-33: Embedded Picture TN in Sentence 
Example 10-34: Embedded TNs for Answer Choices 

When a separate portion of an exercise is shown as pictures (or as pictures with text) it is brailled 
entirely within transcriber’s note enclosure symbols, starting in cell 7 before the word Pictures, and 
ending after the last picture entry. Use the appropriate margins for the exercise.  The sample shows a 
matching exercise, 
 

See Braille Formats — Sample 10-13: Transcriber’s Note for Picture Descriptions 

Quizzes and Tests 

Section 20 of Braille Formats discusses further format considerations which apply to tests. This section is 
only six pages long but it contains important information, including: when to move a test section; 
pagination; ambiguous print arrangement of answer choices; illustrative material; standardized tests. 

The Braille Reader’s Perspective (20.1.3) is particularly noteworthy in a testing situation: 
 

Accurate transcription is essential in conveying information to the student. If it is done 
well, less time is needed to understand what is required.  



 

 

Repetitive Print Running Head; Directives for Teacher/Parent 

Omit information repeated on each page, e.g., name, date, publisher and/or copyright information.  
(Exception: Name and Date may be retained in expendable material. Directives for use by the teacher or 
parent are omitted unless their inclusion is required by the requesting agency.) 

True/False 

Include print abbreviations or wording, e.g., T/F, True/False, etc.  Follow print placement. 
 

See Braille Formats — Example 10-31: True False Abbreviations Before Sentences 
Example 10-32: True False after Sentences 
 
 

 
 

Final Word 
Flexibility 
When you are familiar with the recommended braille formats, you can make good judgments when 
faced with a variety of print layouts.  Recognition of patterns in the print copy translates to consistent 
application of formats in the braille transcription. Consistency in your transcription allows the student to 
focus on content, free of the distraction of unpredictable layout. 

Keeping up to date      
Take note of the 2014 BANA ERRATA for Braille Formats.  Here is what is affected in Section 10: 
 

§10.6.8  [Insert words "or identifiers"]  Should read as follows: 
"Insert the omission dash before answer cues or identifiers written above or below the write-on-line." 
 
§10.6.13e  [Replace sentence]  Should read as follows: 
"Do not devise a superscript symbol for the superscript numbers or letters." 
 
Sample 10-3, simulated braille line 7: This displayed paragraph should be blocked in cell 5. 
 

  



 

 

Attention Nemeth Transcribers 

This page is from the BANA publication Application of the Formats Guidelines to Nemeth Transcriptions 
and is included here for your convenience.  Showing examples is outside of the scope of this workshop. 
 

Guideline 10   [Exercise Material] 

Instructions: Pagination 
BF 10.3.1: If directions and exercise do not fit on a single page, but the activities will fit on a single page, 
directions may be on a page preceding the activities. 

Nemeth: At least one line of the instructions must be on the same braille page as the 

questions that follow. 

Instructions: Definition 
BF 10.3.1: Directions are followed by specific question/answer types of activities in the book. 

Nemeth: Instructions must be followed by lettered or numbered exercises. If not, the 

text is transcribed as a narrative paragraph, 3-1. 

Instructions: Margins 
BF 10.3.2: Unnumbered or unlettered directions are in 5-5. Additional paragraphs are in 7-5. 

Nemeth: Instructions are in 5-3. Additional paragraphs are 5-3. 

Itemized exercise material: Margins 
BF 10.4.2: An exercise set with subentries is treated as a nested list. 

Nemeth: An exercise with subentries to whatever depth has margins 1-5, 3-5.  

The indention pattern is determined individually for each exercise. 

Omission dash 
BF 10.6.1: A double dash preceded and followed by a blank cell represents a print dash, blank space, or 
other print device that indicates omission. 

Nemeth: A double dash preceded and followed by a blank cell represents a print dash 

that indicates omission. A blank space or question mark meaning omission is 

represented by a full cell (the general omission symbol). For other omission indicators, 

follow print (e.g., ellipsis or a shape). 

Omission question mark 
BF 10.6.12: A question mark alone, or over or under a print line, represents a write-on-line. The question 
mark is included in the transcription, preceded by a dot 4. 

Nemeth: A question mark with or without a print line indicating an answer to be filled 

in is represented in Nemeth by a full cell (the general omission symbol). Do not show 

the double dash with a freestanding question mark following it. 

Displayed exercise material 
BF 10.7.1: The adjusted left margin for displayed text in exercise material is 5, with indented paragraphs 
in 7-5. A blank line is required before and after. 

Nemeth: Follow this same guideline for displayed text, except there will be no blocked 

paragraphs. Displayed mathematical expressions begin 2 cells to the right of the 

material to which they apply, with runovers 2 cells to the right of that; no blank lines. 


